
We hold the 14th largest collection in North America with nearly 100,000 specimens.  

Globally broad representation and locally deep.



Over ten years of persistent drugstore beetle infestation.  Attempts to mitigate 

included pheromone traps, silica dust in the bottom of cabinets, and spot 

cryrofumigation.  Beetles would be reduced but not resolved.  The damage to the 

study skins is visible.  End of 2019, in coordination with the LACM conservator, 

Mammalogy began a plan to pack and freeze the entire collection.



Because the cabinets are old and 3 high, it wasn’t possible to remove the cabinets 
and freeze them with contents inside.  We coordinated with the Volunteer 

department and by Jan 2020 we had recruited bout 15 students and volunteers to 

help pack specimens from 258 cabinets into individual boxes.  





We packed nearly 800 boxes total, stacked on pallets we shrink wrapped them and 

moved by pallet jack into a 40’ freezer container delivered to the Museum loading 
dock. Using a CCI Notes reference by Strang we extimated at -25* freezing 

temperature a minimum of 3 weeks duration.  We froze the collection at -25*C for 

four weeks (literally overkill).    



Once the last box was packed and sealed, we started cleaning and vacuuming 

cabinets and drawers.  Full-time gallery staff were able to help following masking and 

distancing guidelines.  In Sept 2020, Western Exterminator spent 2 weeks in the 

evenings spraying all cabinets and drawers with a mixture of Excite R and Phantom 

insecticide.  



COVID challenges: we lost our volunteers and helpers 13 Mar 2020 when the 

museum shut down (and we have yet to reopen).  Subsequently there were 2 periods 

of staff shutdowns which delayed first packing and later delayed reinstallation.  

COVID opportunities: the collection in boxes was unavailable to researchers.  After 

COVID this was no longer an issue.  With exhibition galleries closed we had more 

room for staging boxes, pallets, and storing pallets after freezing.  Chemical 

treatment isn’t permitted when museum is open, and with closure allowed to do 
treatment 5-9pm.






